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Abstract

Zinc coated dual phase 600 steel (DP 600 grade) was investigated, utilisation of which
has gradually increased with each passing day in the automotive industry. The adhesive
bonding (AB), resistance spot welding (RSW), and adhesive weld bonding (AWB) joints of
the zinc coated DP 600 steel were investigated. Additionally, the zinc coating was
removed using HCL acid in order to investigate the effect of the coating. The
microstructure, tensile shear strengths, and fracture properties of adhesive bonding
(AB), resistance spot welding (RSW), and adhesive weld bonding (AWB) joints of the
coated and uncoated DP 600 steel were compared. In addition, a mechanical-electrical-
thermal coupled model in a finite element analysis environment was utilised. The thermal
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thermal coupled model in a finite element analysis environment was utilised. The thermal
profile phenomenon was calculated by simulating this process. The results of the tensile
shear test indicated that the tensile load bearing capacity (TLBC) values of the coated
specimens among the three welding methods were higher than those of the uncoated
specimens. Additionally, the tensile strength of the AWB joints of the coated and
uncoated specimens was higher than that of the AB and RSW joints. It was determined
that the fracture behaviours and the deformation caused were different for the three
welding methods.
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